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Editorial

Following the immensely appreciated, positive response to our inaugural 
issue, the Cambridge Journal of Human Behaviour set out not only to 
solidify but importantly to expand our place in academic publishing. 
Perhaps ambitious for a newly-founded journal, we found ourselves in 
the opportune position to challenge the notion and nature of academic 
publishing itself. Yet, those following our mission may agree that this is 
by no measure outside of the scope of our core aim; from the beginning, 
the journal aimed to play with the boundaries of approaches to human 
behaviour, blending and traversing its many relevant subjects. With that 
very same tenet in mind, this issue presents a special feature encompass-
ing the experimental photographic essay “Locating and Encounter-
ing God”, to which we dedicate the cover. Having introduced a largely 
theoretical approach to religion in the previous issue, we now diverge 
from classic academic publishing with this new piece to explore an 
alternative method of study for such a complex, yet incredibly personal 
topic. With this present self-reflexive account of theology and identity, 
we invite the reader to question if academia strictly requires objectiv-
ity and detachment, and importantly, whether this can ever truly be 
achieved. Is there something to be learnt from intimacy in the study of 
human behaviour? I leave the answer up to the reader, in what is sure to 
be a provocative piece that unsettles the definition of academic writing. 

In line with our venture towards diversification of publications, 
the production of this issue benefited from submissions beyond the 
University of Cambridge, from The London School of Economics and 
Political Science and the University College of London. The Cambridge 
Journal of Human Behaviour is, as defined in its code, a “student-led, 
peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary, journal; open to any undergraduate, 
internationally”. As we continue to grow, we strive to firm these values, 
such that they may become ever more defined and apparent. I take this 
chance to personally welcome and encourage those from other universi-
ties who find themselves aligned with our aim and focus to contribute to 
the journal, and join us in our effort to unravel the complexities of human 

behaviour. To all those who have already worked towards the realisation 
of this issue, and beyond, towards the development of the journal, I’d 
like to thank you for your dedication—it is appreciated beyond measure. 
Ultimately, the Cambridge Journal of Human Behaviour is its writers, 
editors, reviewers, endorsers and supporters.

In terms of content, this second issue of the journal features a focus on 
neuroscience, highlighting its many approaches within different fields: 
from the clinical study of neurological reality monitoring deficits, to 
the anatomical and evolutionary basis of the default mode network, 
neuropsychological explorations of the syndrome of bedtime procrasti-
nation, and methodological challenges in neurodevelopmental research. 
These articles are in addition to the deeply individual analysis of anthro-
pology and theology discussed earlier, through the use of visual art. 
Accompanying the novel approaches in this issue are the interdisciplinary 
commentaries, which proved to be overwhelmingly successful in our 
first publication. These commentaries, introduced as tools to further 
cultivate interactions between subjects, have quickly become invaluable 
as a signature of the Cambridge Journal of Human Behaviour. In tandem 
with the already-diverse articles of the Journal, we believe these instru-
mental pieces have the power to create a beautifully rounded and varied 
account of human behaviour, thus mirroring its very nature. I invite the 
reader to engage with the work ahead and judge for themself my claims 
for the benefits of such a blended approach.

Sofia Ferreira

Christ’s College, University of Cambridge
Managing Editor, Natural Sciences

Cambridge Journal of Human Behaviour
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